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Activity A: How well do you know the Great Lakes?

08 JECTIYKS Karth System Understandings

This activity relates to ¹3  science methods
and technology! and ¹4  interactions!.
Refer to the introduction of' thi» hook for a
full description.

In this activity, students will develop a perception of the
differences between the Great Lakes regarding their water
volumes, length of shoreline, human population distribution,
and the amount of fish harvested from each lake.

Each base group  of f'ive students! will need:
~ A set of five labeled strings as described

in step one of Using the Daut
~ l00 squares of blue paper
~ One sheet of paper cut into l'ive strip»

 I strip for each lake!
~ Twenty "ttsh"  they could be washers,

corn kernels, or peanuts...!
~ A pen or pencil

I. In this activity the students will work in groups. Each student
should be assigned to a base group and an expert group.
Expert Groups

There should be a total of five expert group», one assigned
to each lake. Each expert group studies one lake and
members become "experts" on that lake.

Base Groups
The base groups should have five  or more! people in
them; in this group students from the different expert
groups come together to share their knowledge. There
must be at least one member from each expert group  in
other words, a representative from each lake! in each
base group so that every lake ha» a spokesperson.

2. After group assignments have been made, the students
begin by gathering in their base groups. These group» should
each be situated around a cluster of desks or in an open area.
The base groups then make their best guess about the
following characteristics of the Great Lakes:
Shoreline

Give each group one of the prepared sets of five string»
 See Using the Data Step I!. The group» should try to

Each ol the five expert group» will need:
~ Access to a map of the Great 1 akcs
~ A copy of the Great Lakes i!atrt  other

resource books are optional!

Teacher's Note

An easy way to divide the students into ba»e
groups and expert groups may be to divide
them into group» of five students  basc
groups! and have each member of those
group» choose a lake  which hasn't already
been chosen by a member of their group!,
thus creating the expert group».
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Many people, including a large proportion of those who live close to the Great Lakes, do not have a basic
understanding of the individual characteristics of and the differences between the lakes. Since it i» difficult to
understand many ol' the Great Lakes issues such as global warming, pollution, and water use without a basic
understanding of the lakes, this activity i» designed to help visualize the differences in the volume, length of
shoreline, human population distribution, and fish populations of the Great Lakes. These categories are
visually represented so that students can put the lakes in perspective with each other. This activity could be
used a» an introductory activity to the study of other Great Lakes issues.



Answers

1. Students may find the amount of ltsh
gathered and the amount of people
living on Lake Erie surprising because
of thc lake's relatively small size.

2. Answers will vary.
3. There are several reasons, onc is that

Lake Erie produces more fish for
human consumption than all the other
lakes combined. Also, its climate is
warmer.

4. The depths of the lakes are very
different.

S. Answers will vary.

arrange their labeled strings to I'orm a model of the outline of
the Great Lakes  without referring to an actual map!.

Water volume

Have each group of students distribute their 100 squares of blue
paper among the lakes. The 100 squares together represent all
of the water contained in the lakes. If a group thinks that the
water is divided equally among the lakes, then they would put
20 blue squares into each lake.

Human population
Have each group cut five strips of paper which will be placed
along the shoreline of the lakes  one for each lake!. Tell the
students the total population of people living in the Great Lakes
watershed �1.7 million!. The students should then divide that
number between the Great Lakes. For instance, if they think
that about halt of the people in the Great Lakes watershed live
on Lake Superior then they would write 16 million on a strip of
paper and place it next to the Lake Superior coastline. The goal
is not for the students to get the number correct but for them
start thinking about where people are located around the lakes.
Instead of writing actual numbers on the strips of paper, the
lakes could be ranked from 1-5 for most population to least
population.

Fish

Try to predict the amount of fish taken from each lake for human
food. Give each group 20 "fish." These 20 fish represent all of the
fish taken out ot' the Great Lakes. If the students think, for

instance, that almost all of the total fish come from Lake Superior,
then they should put 18 or 19 fish in that lake.

3. After the base groups have made their guesses, the students move
into their expert groups. These five groups, each assigned to one of
the lakes, look at all the data available on their lake so that when the
students move back to their base groups they will be able to correct
the guesses that their base group made. You may either give them
the correct percentages or have the students figure them out.

4. Students return to hase groups to correct their models and discuss
the review questions.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What was the most surprising thing about this activity? Discuss why.
2. Which guesses were not close to the correct answers?

What reasoning led the group to its wrong decisions'?
3. Why do the majority of the people live around Lake Erie' ?
4. Why don't the length of coastline and the amount of water correspond".
5. liow did the groups work out differences of opinion in order

to come to common agreement'?
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EXTENSIONS

1. As a class or individually, pick a question pertaining to the
Great Lakes  for instance: "Which lake on a map of' the Great
Lakes is Lake Huron?" or "Which of the Great Lakes has the
largest human population living in its watershed?"! and have
the students ask the question to a variety of people either
around the school or in their communities. This may lead to
interesting discussions concerning the possibility that the
voting public may make uninformed decisions.

2. Each group of students could try to find an additional set of'
data about the Great Lakes such as average depth, fish popula-
tions, average water retention time, level of pollution, etc. to
present to the class or to lead the class through, as with the
other data sets.

USING THE DATA

These notes should help with interpreting the Great Lakes Data chart and with setting up the experiment.

Shoreline

In order to make strings that depict the relative lengths of shoreline of the Great Lakes, use the relative
length data in the shoreline section. Any unit of measurement may be used as long as it is used consis-
tently. The measurement units will depend on the amount of space available for the lesson. For instance,
if the lesson will bc t;iught outdoors, a large unit of measurement may be used such as meters. In this case
the Lake Superior string would be 3.0 meters long. Make sure each string is labeled with a piece of tape.

Water volume

The student groups each have 100 blue squares that represent all of water in the Great Lakes combined. To
find how 100 squares should be distributed, look at the relative volume section in the volume category. It
lists 54 for lake Superior. This means that 54 of the squares should be in the Lake Superior string model
 over half of the water is in Lake Superior!.

Human population

The total population data figures are rounded of'f' in the section Population to the nearest 0.5 million. The
students attempt to guess the numbers in this category. It is interesting to realize that Lake Superior has
only 0.5 million people living near it. This is less than 2 percent of the total population of the Great Lakes
watershed.
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Fish

The row labeled "amount of fish if the total number was 20" of the chart indicates the number of pounds of
fish that would come from each lake if the total number of pounds from all the lakes was 20. Each base
group of students should be given  or make! 20 "fish" so that they can make their best guess as to how the
fish should be distributed in their string bordered "lakes."



Great Lakes Data
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Activity B: How great are the Great Lakes?

When we consider the VALUE of something, we
put a price, literally or figuratively, on its importance
to us. Certain things have a measurable value, like
the price of fish fillets or the cost of a bag of salt
mined from under the lakes. Those people who don' t
like fish or who don't use salt will naturally place
a low value on these items and will avoid their

purchase. On the other hand, they may enjoy sailing
and invest large amounts of money in a boat and
dockage fees. Value is a personal judgment.

Some commodities have an artificially applied value
based on perceived importance. For instance,
lakefront hotel rooms often cost more per night than
identical rooms facing inland. Fast, flashy cars cost
more than economy cars equally capable of transport-
ing people from place to place.

Still other things have no price tags at all but clearly
have value to some people: a quiet place to walk on
the beach, a golden sunset, the sight of an eagle
overhead. A glass of pure drinking water is a thing of
great value in most of the world. In most parts of
North America we take drinking water for granted.

PaocmeURK

1. Have students individually brainstorm as complete a list as possible of valuable aspects of the Great Lakes.
Bring the individual lists to the class and compile a composite list for all to see.

2. Did the students consider personal, industrial, lifestyle, and aesthetic values as well as things that can be
bought because of the lakes? Discuss.

3. For each valuable thing on the list, have the students tell how the value is measured and by whom. Do any
students NOT see value in some of the things on the list? Discuss.
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4. In small groups and then with the class, have students select the Desirable Dozen; those 12 things they
consider most valuable about the Great Lakes. Discuss differences in the choices, but allow all possibilities
to be accepted.



FOLLO% UP

Share your classes' list of values with other students in the region. Send it to the Great Lakes Information
Network to be shared on the Education Bulletin Board! Mail to GLIN Systems Operator, CICnet, 2901
Hubbard Ave., Ann Arbor, Ml 4810S, or send electronic mail to glin.education e3great-lakes.net, and all the
readers of the bulletin board will share it.
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This activity tends to generate deep thought and personal searching. In a portfolio entry or essay, encourage
individual students to explore their own set of values and how they would make trade � offs to keep those thing»
they consider most valuable.



Go a imate an e

MtlterlaIs

~ Global and the Great Lakes region
temperature data sets provided

~ Graph scale provided
~ Colored pencils
~ Masking tape
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Over the past 20 years, much attention has been focused on the
potential climatic effects of rising levels of atmospheric green-
house gases, such as carbon dioxide, methane, and CFCs. Human
activities as well as natural factors increase the levels of these

gases in the atmosphere. A great deal of research has been done
during the past two decades regarding the potential global
significance of the increased greenhouse gas concentrations. 1n
addition to receiving attention by the scientific community,
global temperature fluctuations and other notable climate varia-
tions are causing a great deal of concern for average citizens
worldwide. Advances in computer and communication technolo-
gies have allowed people to access and share large amounts of
global climate information. The media have been an important
part of this communications revolution, keeping the public
informed on environmental issues. The information that we

receive, however, can be conflicting and confusing.

Against a backdrop of controversy, government policy makers
must decide whether or not to take action to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. Some policy makers argue that scientists do not
agree on the problem, and therefore, they oppose any specific
timetables for combating global warming. Others call for the
establishment of specific targets to cut the production of human
made greenhouse gases, principally carbon dioxide and methane.

A key to understanding the global warming debate is to under-
stand how predictions are made. By recognizing the strengths
and weaknesses of predictions based on one data record, for
instance, in observing temperature trends, the debate over global
warming can become easier to understand.

This activity focuses primarily on ESUs ¹3
 science method» and technology!, ¹4
 interactions!, and ¹5  change through time!.
Refer to the introduction of thi» book for a
full description of the understandings.

Scenario Reference

Introduction: Understanding climate models.



Activity A: Is the globe warming?
Is there evidence in the Great Lakes region?

OBJECTIVES

Teacher's Notes

PROCEDURE
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Graphing Ideas
Students can plot increments of O. 1 degree
on thc Y axis and years on the X axis. The
last point of their actual data should be on
the line that divides the right side of the
graph from the left "projection" side. '1'he
actual graphs are found on subsequent pages
set aside for the teacher's use. Students
typically project steep increases from their
small data sets.

Basis of Data
Global temperature anomaly data are based
on Jones and Wigley's work using both land
and marine data. Researchers have compiled
global average surface air temperature data
from land � stations, a few fixed � position
weather ships, and many moving ships.
Temperature Anomalies are listed relative to
a 1950-1979 reference period for Global and
a 1961-199 ! reference period for Great
Lakes Data. Anomalies are variations from
average values.

Limitations of Data
Students should discuss the limitations of
the data sct. lf measurements were more
heavily weighted on land data. that might
contribute to greater extremes than if they
were collected over water. Also, the data
from ships leave many large data gaps over
the oceans. There may be no way to tell just
by looking at the data what limitations exist.
To become good consumers of scientific
information, students must consider the
limitations of any data set.

After completing this activity, students will be able to:
~ Critically interpret graphic data.
~ Evaluate and discuss the difficulties inherent in interpreting

and forecasting long- and short-term trends.
~ Analyze data, draw conclusions about whether there is evi-

dence of global warming, and defend their conclusions.

In preparation, cut apart the sections of the Global Temperature
and Great Lakes Temperature lists  p. 9 and p.12! so each group
will see only one segment of each. Make a copy of the graph
scale for each team to graph its data.

1. Have students read Ohio Sea Grant's Global Change
Scenario» "Introduction: U nderstanding Climate Models."

2. Divide the class into 1'ive groups that will work separately.
Each group will receive a copy of one global temperature data
set �8 years! and colored pencil». Students should graph
their set of data on the scale provided. As they observe how
readings fluctuate from year to year, students can theorize
whether there is any evidence that the global temperature was
rising, falling, or remaining constant during the period they
are studying. They should be able to back up their conclusions
with data from their sample graphs.

3. The students then project what the graph of global surface air
temperature will be 30 years into the future  from the last year
of their graph!, based on the trends and periodicities they
observe in their individual data set. This should be drawn on

the right side of the graph in a diff'erent color.

4. Repeat the exercise  Step» 2 � 3! using temperature data from
the Great Lakes. Plot thc data on the same graph sheets used
1' or the global data, but thi» time using new colors so that four
different colors appear on the graph. Have the class agree to
use similar colors. How do Great Lakes temperature variations
compare with those of the whole world? Did they always
show parallel trends'? How does the complete regional graph
cotttpare ut lite global gruplt?
 PRoct-Dukt: continues rut page I4.!



C'LOBAL ANNUAL TEMPERATURE ANOMALY DATA  C"!

Temperature AnomalyYeaIYeal Temperature Anomaly Year Temperature Anomaly

To The Teacher: Give one set of

data to each group of students.

Jonc s, P fy., T.M.I .. Wigley and K.R. Briffa. 1994.  Jlobal and hemispheric tetnpcrature anomalies � land and marine instrumental
records. ln, T.A. Bodcn, D.R Kaiser, R.J. Sepanski and RW. Stoss  eds.!, Trends 93: A Crrmpendium of' r!ala on  /lobo/  'hnngc.
ORNL/CDIAC-6S. Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center,  Jak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN. pp. 603-608.
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1854
18SS
1856
1857
1858
18S9
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
186S
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
187S
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881

1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
195S
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

-0,12
-0.43
-0.28
-0.47
-0.38
-0.18
-0.38
-0.4S
-0.58
-0.23
-0.46
-0.23
-0.20
-0.23
-0.27
-0. 21
-0.31
-0.37
-0.28
-0.30
-0.39
-0.44
-0.40
-O. 12
0.02
-0 3S
-0.32
-0.29

0.08
-0.03
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.00
0. 16
0. 05
-0.06
-0.04
-0.05
-0.08
-0.14
-0.02
0.08
0.13
-O.l I
-0.14
-0.22
0.09
O.I I
0.05
-0.02
O. 12
0. 11
0. 13
-0.18
-0.12

1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
190S
1906
1907
1908
1909

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
198S
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993

- !.30
-0 35
-0.44
-0.38
-0.27
-0,40
-0.31
-O. 17
-0,40
-0.34
-0.38
-0.43
-0.3S
-0.3 I
-0.14
-O. 10
-0.31
-0. 18
-0.05
-0.14
-0.25
-0.38
-0.47
-0.31
-0.22
-0.41
-0.44
-0.36

-0.04
-0.0 I
-0.06
0.06
005
-0.08
0.02
0.14
-O. I 0
-0.09
-0.22
O. I I
0.04
0.10
O. 19
0.27
0.09
0.30
0. 12
0.09
O. 17
0. 30
0. 34
0.25
0. 39
0.3S
0. 17
O. 21

1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
19IS
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
192 
1922
1923
1924
192S
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
193S
1936
1937

-0.35
-0.40
-0.31
-0 33
-0.16
-O.OS
-0.29
-0.47
-0.3S
-0,25
-0. 23
-O. 20
-O. 28
-0 2S
-0.29
-0.17
0.00
-0,13
-0. 14
-0.32
-O. 14
-0.04
-0. I I
-O. 22
-O. I I
-0. 16
-O. 13
O.O I



Teacher's Page: Graph of Global Annual Temperature Anomaly Data
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TEMPERATURE ANOMALY  "C!
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GREAT LAKES ANNUAL MEAN TEMPERATURE ANOMALY DATA  'C!

Mean

Temperature
Anomaly

Mean

Temperature
Anomaly

Mean

Temperature
Anomaly YearYearYear

To The Teacher:
Give one set of data to
each group of students.

Karl, T.R., D.R. Easterling, R.W. Knight and P Y. Hughes. 1994. U.S. national and regional tempemture anomalies. In, T.A. Boden,
D.P. Kaiser, R.J. Sepanski and F.W. Stoss  eds.!, I'reruf» '9.3. A Compendium of' Data rnt Global Clurrrye. ORNLICDIAC-65. Carbon
Dioxide Information Analysis Center, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge. TN. pp. 686-736.
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1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918

1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
196S
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

0.40
-0.39
0.01

-0.59
-1.85
-0.8S
0.08

-1.08
0.03

-0.29
-0.45
0.S2

-1.23
0.28

-0. 36
0.00

-0.65
-2.19
-0.44

0.21
-0.50
0.23

-0.16
0.25

-0.41
-1.02
0.20

-0.19
-0.43
-0,52
0.19

-0.15
0.06
0.04

-0.73
1. S9
0.07

1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
193S
1936
1937

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
198S
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

0.32
-0.50
1.99
0.47

-0.34
-1.41
-0.46
-0.98
0.07
0.02

� 1.06
0. 15
'2. 14

0.28
O.S8
0.09
0.00

-0.64
-0.15

0.60
-1.05
0.16

-0.94
-0.67
-0.22
0.31

-0.27
0.79
0.41

-0.12
0.79
1.7S
0,06

-0.64
1,33
1.30

1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
19SO
1951
19S2
1953
19S4
19S5
19S6

1.10
0,54

-0.36
1.08
0,38

-0.62
0.61

-0.32
0.47
0.12

-0.09
0.85

-0.96
-0.47
0. 56
1.00
0.67
0.42
0.04



Teacher's Page: Graph of Great Lakes Mean Temperature Anomaly Data
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Answers to Questions

2. Answers will vary based on class projections.

3. Answers will vary based on readings and
student knowledge, but should include
thing» like vegetation effects, arctic perma-
frost effects, ocean circulation, greenhouse
gases, cloud effects, etc.

A teachable moment for graph scales!

Have students compare the two bar graph» on overhead transparencies. The Y-axi» of the global temperature graph extend» from
0.5 C to -0.5 "C, while the Y-axi» of the Great Lakes temperature graph extends from 2.5 C to -2.5'C. What we are experiencing i»
an error of scale. Plotting the two sets on the same axi», one for global and one for the Great l.ake», shows the true magnitude of
the variation!

Sometime» people who report »cicnce choose their graph scales in such a way that data are di»torted vertically. They can then
claim that th« ttcnd i» 'h>ot a» great a» it was feared," or is "cvcn worse than anyone imagined." Students should be alert to how
data are portrayed in the media, so they can become wise consumers of science information.
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If tlte graplts of the same years are et»n-
pared o>t different sr ales, it appears tltat
variations in Great Lal'es temperatures w ere
large i>t comparison to global temperatures.
Why are there nu>re extremes in tlte Great
Lakes data set? Global temperatures «re a
combination of value» a< ross the' earth.
Extrentes are averaged r>ut. Large v ariation»
are not as visible as tltev are in a regitrnal
data set like that of the C>reat Lakes.
Regional data n'ill often show a larger range
of highs and lows bet ause these extremes
are>t 't "hidden" as well by averaging.

l. a. The more data, the more certain we can
bc about trend». In this case, centuries of
data are needed.

b. No, data collection methods have varied
over the years.

c. They are the only information wc
have, and something is hetter than
nothing. They do need to be used with
caution, however.

d. Accept many answers � human error,
instrument failure, and effects of cities,
cars, and industries, which can generate
heat and may affect the surrounding
climate.

S. Each group, beginning with the first �854-1881! temperature
chart, should present their data, along with predictions f' or
average global and Great Lakes temperatures 30 years in the
future. Compile the graphs of each group into a single graph
to show the class. The first group hangs its graph on the front
wall. The next group then covers the previous group's predic-
tions with the actual data. Some teachers create a data

timeline along the classroom wall or in a hallway. Students
can compare their estimates with the actual data.

1. Groups should consider their predictions and answer the
following:
a. How much data do we need to plot a trend?
b. Were weather collection methods the same for all data

sets being reviewed" . e.g., how were weather data
collected in 188S?!

c. Even if the data are old, do they have value?
d. Besides measurement techniques, what other factors

may influence the reported data?

2. In 1995 the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
established predictions about future global warming. Their
results are based on a scenario of "business as usual," in which
no changes are made in government regulations about green-
house gas emissions. The predictions are that, as a result of
enhanced greenhouse warming, the global mean temperature
will rise 1.0 to 3.5'C by the year 2100 with a best estimate of
2'C. How do predictions made in the class compare with these
predictions?

3. Based on information in the background readings, discuss
what factors are involved in "global climate change" besides
just temperature. What kinds of data should scientists combine
into a model to get a more complete picture of the Earth
System changes involved in global warming?



Answers to Review Qttestions

HistorlcaUDescriptive span,

Fxperirnental
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I. How reliable were the five sets of predictions in Activity A'?
Discuss the inrplications of basing conclusions on limited data
and thc patterns that could be inferred from considering each
of these»ubsets.

2. How much data i» nccdcd to ntake reliable predictions? What
kinds of data might be combined for a more reliable picture of
global climate change?

3. Thinking back to your history cia»ses, can you recall any
events, inventions, or discoveries that may have contributed to

increased temperatures?

4. Were lhe data used in thi» exercise collected by experimenta-
tion'? Sometimes we learn about "the" scientific method and

assume that thc only way to do science is by expcrirnents.
Often in reality, more can be learned about Earth Systems
through historical data that are mainly descriptive. To the
following list arid sonte observable data about the Earth
Systcrns or the Great Lakes in parlicular that might bc classi-
fied as:

~ Phosphorus loading to each lake over the years
~ Amount of toxin in birds in different regions
~ Lake level changes
~ Flood periods

I  may be difficult to find experimental data!
~ Fish � growing experiment» based on Great Lakes fishes

l. In trying io make predicti<>os or concru-
slolls biised <iii liinire<l <lain, it is hard to
see ihe "wh<>le picture." As the Cireat
I.akes graph shows, conditions are more
v;iri;ihle <iver short distances than when
averaged worldwide. Also, trends are
<lifficurr to defernime when data arc only
av ai lahle I'rom a 1iinited tinie period. I or
instance, flooding may have been
prevalent in a specific region over a
penod of 2-3 years. In looking at a graph
of floods for a 10-year period, one might
conclude thai floods occur in an area two
or three years out of every 10, when
actually they occur only two or three out
of every 100 years,

2. In order io make a rcliablc prcdiction,
data should bc obtained from as inany
years as possible using borh human
records and proxy data  data from which
other information can be inferred, such as
tree rings and fossil pollen as indicators
of past climate conditions!. In doing so,
thc researcher can better generalize data
to a longer  irne frame. If just a f'ew years
of data arc used. thc researcher must list
the limitations of data from a short tiinc

3, gcvcral events occurred at'ter thc late
1800s that created grcatcr level» of
pollution, including ihe levels of
grccnhouse gases. I' or cxamplc. thc
industrial revolution occurred in thc. laic
1800». Additionally, thc automobile,
invcnicd in 1885, began io bc m:iss
produced m i<	3. WW I may have hail
c I'lbcrs also � either directly Irom fires
and other factors, or indirectly I'rom

tcchnologicail dc vclop ineni s during t hc
war.



KXTKNS10NS

1. Local temperature variation may be different than either
regional or global variation. Obtain local temperature data
and plot this on a similar graph. How does it compare to the
other data'? What factors could cause differences between the
data sets'?

2. Working in groups, do research on the history of legislation
regarding atmospheric conditions, such as those banning
CFCs. Do you feel that these laws have had an effect'? Explain
your answer.

3. Do library research on the phenotnenon of El Nino and its
effects on global temperature.

RKFKRKNCKS

Aspen Global Change Institute. 1992. "Is it Getting Hot or Not? How When Affects What: Part II."
Ground Truth Studies. Aspen, CO.

Boden, T. A., Kaiser D.P., Sepanski R.J. and Stoss F.W. 1993. Tiends '93: A Coznpendium of Data on
Global Change. Oak Ridge, TN: Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center. 984 pp.

Environment Canada. 1991. "Climate Change and Canadian Impacts: The Scientific Perspective,"
Climate Change Digest ¹CCD 91-01.

NOAA. 1991. Reports to the Natio» Ozz Ouz Chatzging Planz t: "The Cliz»ate System " Silver Spring, MD:
U.S. Department of Commerce.
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4. Review the data provided on greenhouse gas concentrations
 Activity B!, and the changes in their levels over time. What
relationships do you see between changes in global tempera-
ture and the levels of these gases'?

Global and Great Lakes temperature data can be downloaded in the following manner:
ftp cdiac.esd.ornl.gov
Name: anonymous
Password: YOU.your e-mail address
Guest login ok, access restrictions apply.
ftp> cd /pub/trends93
ftp! dir
ftp> cd temp
ftp> get glakes721  or use "ftp> get jones606" for global anomalies!
ftp> quit
ftp> Goodbye
Access lo CDIAC's anonymous FTP area is also available on the Internet: CDP @ORNL.GOY



Activity 8: How are data from varying sources applied in
problem identification?

Wc study concentration» in ga»e» in th» Earth'» almo»phcrc to
observe almospheric changes; carbon dioxide is a by-product ol'
the use of fossil fuels and   result. ol deforestation; methane is

produced by cattle, rice It»Id», landfill», and nalurally occurring
wetlands; chlorofluorocarbon» are made by people for use in
refrigerators, air conditioners, foam, and insulation. When we
observe chang!»» in thc concenlralion» of gases in thc Earth' »
atmosphere and changes in global temperature, we arc not
necessarily atte rtpting to prove a cause-and-effect relationship.
Instead, wc ob»ervc pheno nena to scc if'dif'f'cr»nt sets of data are
following a similar trend, and we try to scc what wc can learn
from this information. Studies of the Earth's history can also
give u» infor nation about climate change. By studying bubbles
of ice age air within glacier~ and ice cap», »cienti»t» propose lhat
there wa» less carbon dioxide and methane during colder limes.
Lower concentrations of thc gases lessened  he greenhouse effect
and helped the Earth to stay cooler. Sometimes we can obscrvc
trends through collecting data over many years. In addition to thc
di»lant pa»l, we have curr»nl measurements, a» shown in the
graph» used in the following activity.

Kartb Systems Understandings

This ac ivi y focuses on FSU» 3  science
me hods and  cchno!o ty! and 0  tnterac-
 ions!. Refer to p. VI II for a ftt!I descrip i<!n
of thc under» a  ding».

Scenario Reference

Intr<xh<cti<!r!:   understanding clim:t c
n!<!de la.

Materials

~ The provided ~~a» concen ra ion da a

OB JRCTIVKS

Thi» activity will allow students to;
~ Ob»ervc how lhc alrnosphcri» levels of four greenhouse gases

have changed over time.
~ Consider the relationship belween thc greenhouse gases and

global temperature,

PROCKDURK

The accompanying graphs rcpre»cnt the»onccntrations of four
greenhouse gases ntethane, nitrous oxide, CFC I I and carbon
dioxide � with thc changes in their levels over time. Discuss a»
a class or in» nail group» the following  Iucstions:
l. Whal is the apparent relation»hip between changes in global

temp»raturc  fro n A»tivily A! and the  'our ga»c»'.>
2. What are the level» ol the»c gases?
3. Al what approximate date did thc lcvcl» of'lhc gases start lo

increase? Was this related to temf>eraturc?
4. Construct a hypothesis a» to what you think may have

caused these changes. How might »uch a hypolhcsis bc lc»lcd?

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State University, 1995



Table l. Major greenhouse gases

Pro!ected
Concen-
tmtlon
In 2030'

Emission» U.S. Contdbu-
fmm Human Sham of Uon to
Actlvhy Emlsslons Warming
in 114$ In 11 ~ 6 18 ~ 4 ~ 10 ~ 0'

Annual
Grow th
lisle as
of 1010

Assumed
Concen-
traWn
In 1 ~ 10'

Concent-
rationn
In 1010'

Ma!or
Source'

Ufe
SpansGss

0.5'Aiyr440-450
p pro

88%250-210
ppm

353
ppm

500
yrs

Carbon
Dioxide
 CO,!
Methane
 CH,!

1.5-2.8
ppm

15%O.QVelyr1.72
ppm

7-10
yrs

1.2
ppm

0 25'A/yr340
PPb

310
ppb

200
PPb

Nitrous
Oxide
 H,o!
CFC-1 1 0'Aiyr0.5

ppb
0.28
Ppb

0

1.0-1.1
PPb

30 Wi4'k iyrCFC-12 0 0.45
ppb

NE 7%NENEOthers 0

'V. Rsm'anathan et sl.. "Trace Gas Effects on Cgmale." In Atmospheric Ozone 1105, Global Ozone Research snd Monitoring Project Report No. 18,
world Meteorological organization, National Aeronautics snd space Administration  washington, D.c., 1085!.
' Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Scmnfffk Assessment of Cgmsle Chsnpe, Summary and Report, World Meteorological Organlzatloni
U.N. Environment programme  Cambridge, MA, Cambridge University press, 1000!.
' U.s. Environmental protection Agency, oflice of policy. plsnnino and Evaluation, Policy options ior sfsbiiizinp Giobsi ciimsle, Draft Report to
Congress  Washington, D.C., June 1QQO!.
' Impact on warming over the next three decades of reducing U.S. EPA's �010! projected annual emlsslons of each gas by an amount equal to 20 '
percent ol 118s levels. Expressed ss a fraction of the Impact ol reducing projected annual carbon dioxide emlssions by 20 percent ol 1045 levels.
' R.J. Cicerone and R.S. Oremland, Blogeochemlcal Aspect ~ of Atmospheric Methane. Global Blogeochemlcal Cycles 2:201-327, 1180.
' J.K. Hammllt et sl., product Uses snd Market Trends for polenlisi Ozone4epfeflnp substances, 1146-2000  santa Monica, CA: RAND Corp., May
1118!.
~ NE ~ no estimates.
' Drawn from The Greenhouse Trap, by Francescs Lyman, et. sl., World Resources Institute, 1100.

Reproduced from Repririi»g on Clinlrrie Chrrnl;er Unrlerzfrrnrline the Srienr e, with permission from the Environmental Health Center
of the National Safety Council.
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Figure 1. Concentrations of greenhouse gases
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REVIEW QUKSnONS
Answers to Questions

EXTENSIONS

Teacher's Notes

REX'KRKNCES
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l. We know that certain processes cause increased ga» concentra-
tion» in the atmosphere, What »tcp» can be taken to reduce
these levels?

2. Does the wartning trend appear to be consistent with the rise
in ga» concentrations'? What kind o  information can bc
obtained from our observations".

Often student» arc given data to construct into a table. or graph
and are familiar with the ori 'in of that data. Another important
skill is to be able to interpret someone else's data. The data table
in thi» activity gives student» thc chance to interpret what the
figures tnean. Examples are thc following questions:

l. Why are the greenhou»c gasc» in different units? CFCs seem
to be occurring in small concentration» c<>mpared to CO, or
N,O, I» CFC at a lower concentration more of a concern than
other gases in grcatcr volumes? Does the table answer this
question or is more rc»carch needed?

2, How could some of the data be displayed graphically' >
3. Do research to compare the U,S. share of emis»ions shown

in the data table with the U.S. share of world population.
Students can discuss the cornpari»on. Do the values parallel
each other? Why or why not?

Warwick, Richard A. and Philip D. Jones. 1988. The greenhouse
effect: Impacts and policies. Forum for Applied Research artd
Public Policy 3�!:48-62.

National. Oceanic and Attnospheric Administration. l991. The
Climate System. Reports trr the Nation on Our Changing Pla>tc t.
Silver Spring, MD: U,S, Department i>f Cotnmerce.

National Salcty Council. 1994. A Journalist's Guide. Repr>r ing
ort Climate Change. U»derstanding>the Science. Washington,
D.C.: Environmental Health Center. For more information,

conlact; Environmental Health Center, National Safety Council
1 ! 19, 19th Street, N.W., Suite 40l, Washington, D.C. 20036.

l. Stutlciils »hi>old hminstorm ideas to
addrcs» the concerns regarding grccn-
housc g«scs. For example, policics could
encourage c«rpi>i>ling and reforcstatii>n
projects.

2. Both temper«ture «iid gas levels have
shov n incre ises iiver the years. This is
till ohserv«tii>n, The graphs alone do not
show th;it the i;hange in level of gases
c;!uses the rise in temperature. Studencs
sh<iuld t>hserve the trends and think about
how scientists infer relationships
occurring between these phenomena on
F.arth.

I, Students could usc resources to better
understand thc nature ol l,he greenhouse
gases. f' or example, the role of CFCs in
producing thc ozone hole is far niore
signiticant than its ef lect as a greenhouse
g a!i.

2. One example would be to make a pic
chart showing  he contribution to global
war>ning of each compound.

.t. This is one example of how students can
transform what may appear to bc static
numbers into a workable and crcativc
representation of data.



Activity C: How do greenhouse gases affect heat absorption?

Figure I. The greenhouse effect  adapted from Houghton, et. al., Climate Chang>et The 1PCC Scientific
Assessment, 1990!

In Activity B it became clear that certain gases have been increasing in concentration in the atmosphere on a
timeline concurrent with increasing global temperature. In the following activity you will simulate a portion
of the greenhouse system using carbon dioxide. The concepts studied in this activity include: gree>>hi>use
gases, greenhouse war>ning, the greenhouse eff'ect, thermal equilibrium, andexperimental variables.

! The Ohio State University, t995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

The Earth's climate depends on the amount of solar radiation received and the atmospheric abundance of
clouds and greenhouse gases. The main greenhouse gases are carbon dioxide, methane, chlorofluorocarbons,
nitrous oxide, water vapor, and ozone. Much of the high-energy, short-wavelength radiation from the sun
passes through the Earth's atmosphere and hits the surface of the Earth. The energy that is not reflected off the
surface is absorbed and re � radiated into the atmosphere, where much of it is absorbed by the greenhouse
gases. This is known as the greenhouse effect.



Earth Systems Understandings
OBJECTIVES

PROCEDURE

Materials Per Team

io cover huth of
 he< n>onlcie<

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State University, 1995

After completing thi» aclivity, each student will be 'ible to:

~ describe the components of the greenhouse effect
~ explain thc cffccL of CO, on thc absorption of heal in lhe

atmosphere.

1. Before the activity begin», the apparatus should be assembled
by the teacher. Lubricate the bottom  ine � third ol each ther-
mometer with glycerine or other lubricant. Hold one of the
thermometer» with»cvcral layers of paper towels and gently
push the thermometer through the hole in one of thc rubber
stopper». Push until about LO cm of the thermometer has
pa»sed through thc other end of the stopper.

CAUTION: DO NOT I'ORCI'. THE THF.RMOMF.TI.R

THROUGH THE HOLE. THE THERMOMETER MAY

BREAK AND CAUSE INJURIES.

Make sure that you pu»h thc bulb cnd of lhc lhcrmoinctcr
toward the small end of the stopper and throu< h the opening.
Repe;it with the other theimometer and rubber stopper,

2, Wipe oft' thc excess glyccrinc and then tape a small piccc  if
white paper over one side of' the bulb of each thermometer.
Th» purpose of this paper is to shield the bulbs from Lhe heal
source. Make»urc you affix the paper so thai. you can read Lhe
scale accurately.

3. Place l CO, cartridge in the empty cream whipper. Activate
the cream whipper and "pour" the CO, from thc cartridge into
one of the l � liler bollles. Make sure Lo empty the whipper
completely.

4. Stopper lhe bottle containing CO, wilh one of lhe stopper!
thermometer a»semblie». Seal il with»lopper grease or
parafilrn. Stopper the other l � liter bottle in the same way. Thi»
bottle will have air in it, Label the first bottle "CO," and the
second bollle "AIR".

'I'hii;icii v iiv l'<ic<iiei <>n t'.S L i 2  iicv "<i«l-
ihip!, 3  ieience i»eit>inli;inn <ech»<>to !yk
«»tt 4  i<i <.r;<etio<lit. Vx<e<lii<>»i;<ttttreiv
t-.SL,i s  ct> <»ge ihr<>«Lit> <i»>el, 6  V..<r h i<'i <i
i»hiyi c<»!, nri<t 7  ci<rccri;<»tl hi>hhiei!.
Refer io <he i»<ri><t«c<i»n <>l It<ii t>ook  or ii
fait ueicriplion <>f e;ich «ntteri<;>ntti»t»

Scenario Reference

Introduction: Un<fcrs ending cti<»ntc mottcts.

~ 2 clc;ir. cn>p<y, I-liter pl»itic p<ip h<iiilei
~ Cre;i in Whipper tt iih One  .' !. C«r r«tt|e
~ 2 iher<nomeieri
~ infr;<rett ri<tt>i< <on io»rcc  hc;<i t;»»p!
~ 2 ¹-f r»hher iiopperi with I h<ile iii each
~ 2 iheeki i>l while paper

i«" <lip'li'eni i>r n>asking i»pc
~ pornfilr» or i<upper t re«»e
~ It!i<1 hook, it>ont>e of p<cc<' ol v'o<><t
~ titycerine or other l«hric;<n 

gr«ph piiper
a meter iiick



Answers to Kvatultion Questions

1. Heat from Earth's surface.

2. The atmosphere.

! The Ohio State University, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

If you have available sources of N,O you
may want to have two or more groups try
this activity using this gas lor comparison
purposes.

Students can calculate the slopes of both
lines for comparison purposes.

3. To reduce the direct warming of the bulbs
by the heat source.

4. The bottle containing CO, should have
felt warmer.

5. On a white piece of paper lay the two bottles down together
on their sides. Support the neck» of the two bottles with a thin
book, sponge, or piece of wood. It is important that the pieces
of paper you taped to the bulbs of the thermometers are on
top and will shield the bulbs from the infrared heat source.
Make sure that you can read the scale of each thermometer
without moving the bottles.

6. Place the infrared heat source 0.5 m above the two bottles.
Make sure that both bottles are equidistant from the heat
source.

7. On your own paper, record the temperatures in each bottle
before adding the heat lamp. Then turn on the infrared source
and record the temperatures in the two bottles at 2-minute
intervals for a total of 16 minutes.  You should have eight
readings in addition to your original reading.!

8. At the end of 16 minutes, lower the infrared source to 0.25 m
above the bottles and continue to record the temperatures in
the two bottles at 2-minute intervals for another 16 minutes.
 You should now have 16 readings in addition to your origi-
nal reading.!

9. After you have completed recording the temperatures for a
total of 32 minutes, turn off the infrared heat source and feel
the two bottles to see if you can detect a difference in tem-
perature.

10. Draw a line graph to show how the temperatures in the two
bottles changed over time. Use a solid line for the tempera-
tures from the bottle that contains air, and a dashed line for
the temperatures from the bottle that contains CO,.

1. What part of the greenhouse effect system does the infrared
source represent?

2. What part of the greenhouse effect system is being repre-
sented by the I � liter bottles?

3. Why was it necessary to shade the bulbs of the thermometers
with pieces of white paper'?

4. When the heating of the bottles was completed, which bottle
felt warmer?



In which bottle did the temperature increase faster, Explain
why.

Was the ral.e of temperature increase for each bottle the same
throughout the first 16 minutes? Explain why or why not.
Keep in mind what the diffcrcnt parts of the apparatus
represent.

How many times more heat energy was striking the two
bottles after you lowered the infrared source to 0.25 m?
How did lhis affect the temperatures in the two bottle»?

Was the rate of temperature increase for each bottle the same
during the second 16 minutes? Explain why or why not.
Keep in mind what thc diffcrcnt parts of the apparatus
represent.

Is the pattern of change of temperature in each bottle the
same? Fxplain why or why not.

10. How would you know when the apparatus is in thermal
equi librium?

11. I» Earth'» atmosphere in thermal equilibrium at present?

Explain.

12. Explain how the presence ol CO, and other "greenhouse"
gases in the atmosphere affect the heating of the atmosphcrc
front an infrared source.

13. Explain  ully how this activity relates to thc greenhouse
effect in Earth's atmosphere.

14. In this activity, what variables help to determine the tcrnpera-
ture of the gases in the bottles' ?

15. Choose one ol the variables  Question 14! other than the

distance between the infrared heat source and the bottles, and

describe, how you would repeat the activity to determine how
that variable affect» the ternperaturc in the bottle».

16. If human activity continues to add CO, and other greenhouse
ga»cs to Earth'» atmosphere through burning of lossil fuel»,
deforestation, and other practices, predict how the average
temperature of the atmosphere will change in the future.

Answers  contlnuerl!

'1 he houle containing lhe CO, should.
because CO, absorhs inlrared radiation
more elfee ively than air

6. Reler to lhe sh<pes ol the lines. The
lemperature ol  he CO, should increa~e
fas<er. Both lines flatlen out as the
syne<n approached lher<nal equilihrium.

7 Four u<nes � inverse square law. They
should hoth <ncrease.

8. The temperature of the CO, should increase
faster than the temperature of the air.

9. Possibly not. The temperature of the CO,
is likely to increase faster  han lhe
temperature of the air. After a cer ain
time, both lines should flatten out.

10. The temperature in the bottles no longer
increases.

11. Global warming appears to be occurring,
which suggests that the atmosphcrc is
not in thermal equilibrium.

12. Greenhouse gases transmit short � wave
radiation from thc sion, but absorb long-
wavc radiation from thc Earth. These
gases absorb thcrrnal radiation. thereby
trapping it in thc atmosphcrc.

13. Answers should address how increased
amounts ol'greenhouse gases cause
warming of lhc Earth's a rnopPher.

14. Variables include. but arc not rcslrictcd
lo: the strength of the heat source: lhc
opachy of lhc plastic boules: the
distance he ween the bottles and thc heat
source: the concentrations of gases in thc
bonles: and the types of gases in thc
bottles.

15, Ansv, ers will dcpcnd on  he variable
chosen, hu  could include factors such as
size of bottle. type of material cornpris-
ing the bottle, heat source used, gas
injcctcd, ctc.

16. Based solely on lhc factors listed, the
tcnrpcraturc should bc cxpcclcd to
~nr rr ~;<sc

! The Ohio State Vni versity, 1995 Ohi o Sea Grant Education Program



There has been an increase in the amount of CO�N�O, and other greenhouse gases in Earth's atmosphere in
the last 150 years. This increase has been measured and recorded in a variety of ways. Much of it has been
attributed to such human activities as deforestation and the burning of fossil fuel». The current rate of increase
of CO, in the atmosphere is 0.5 percent per year. At this rate, computer models predict that the average global
temperature could go up 3 � S C by the year 2050.

TOPICS FOR BISCIJSSION

1. Have students explain why the initial temperatures in the two bottles were not the same. Discuss what
would have to be done to make them the same.

2. What are the important aspects of the apparatus that determine at what temperature thermal equilibrium is
reached � include discussion about the size of the bottle, the concentrations of gases in the bottles, and the
opacity of the plastic.

3. How "real" is the lab setup'? There is a major difference between concentrations of greenhouse gases in the
bottle s! and in Earth's atmosphere. Discuss how an increase of just 2 or 3 C in the atmosphere could cause
agricultural belts to migrate.  See Science, November 3, 199S, p.731.!

1. Earth is more than 4 billion years old. When did the atmo-
sphere develop around the planet'! Determine what role this
played in the evolution of life. If the amount of greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere continues to increase, what impact
would this have on all the life systems and the planet' ?

2. Venus is a planet whose orbit around the sun is closest to
Earth's orbit. It has experienced greenhouse warming for
many thousands of years and has a mean surface temperature
of 480 C. How did the atmosphere form? Could this happen to
Earth if the gas composition of the atmosphere alters? Support
your answers with evidence.

3. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
 NOAA! is one organization that monitors changes in the
oceans and atmosphere of the planet. Many scientists, such as
meteorologists, oceanographers, atmospheric scientists, etc.,
focus on different areas in their work. Select one of these

scientists and investigate the type of training required for his/
her career.

! The Ohio State University, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

4. Have the students create a concept map illustrating the process of heat absorption in the atmosphere and the
consequences that it could produce on the various Earth systems and human society.



4, The demand for energy will continue to grow as the human
population increases. To tackle the problem of the greenhouse
effect, gases such as CO�CH,, and N,O cannot continue to be
putnped into the atmosphere. What alternative energy sources
can be used to meet this increasing demand for energy? Select
one of these energy sources and explain its advantages and
disadvantage» in relation lo environmental impact. Also
investigate how the public perceives this energy source.
Support your answers with evidence.

Boden, '1'. A., D.P. Kaiser, R.J. Sepanski and F.W, Stoss. 1993.
Trends '93: A Compendium of Darn on Global Change,
Oak Ridge, TN: Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center.
984 pp.

Graedel, T. E. and P. J. Crutzen. l993. Atmospheric Change;
An Earth Syrtetn Perspecti »e. New York: W. H. Freeman and
Company, This recent publication examines the effect of
atmospheric change on Earth and its subsystems, It contains
relevant and up-to-date research.

Schlesinger, W, H, 1990. "Vegetation an unlikely answer."
Nature. 34h. December 20. p. 679.

Science Concepts, Inc. 1989. Energy and the Greenhouse Effect.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Council  or Energy Awarcncs», 17761
Street, N.W., Suite 400,

VIDEO

After the Wn>ming. 1990. A co � production of Maryland Public
TV, Fi m Australia, Wisetnan  UK!, E cctric image  UK! in
association with Principal Film Company  .td.  UK!.
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Smith, J. B. and D. Tirpak.  9N. The Potential Effect» of Global
Climate Change on the United State», Washington, D.C.: U.S.
E.P.A, -230-0S-89-050. 413 pp.



HELPFUL DEFINITIONS  VOCABUI.ARY!

Greenhouse effect: "The trapping by atmospheric gases of outgoing infrared energy emitted by Earth. Part of
the radiation absorbed by the atmosphere is returned to Earth's surface, causing it to warm"  Graedel and
Crutzen, 1993, 430!. Principal greenhouse gases are H,O vapor, CO�O,, CH,, N,O, CF,Cl�and CFCl,.

Thermal equilibrium: Balanced temperature regime achieved when the amount of heat leaving and entering
a system are equal.

TEACHF R BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Moore, P. and G. Hunt. 1990. The Atlas of the Solar Systetn. New York: Crescent Books. pp. 104-105.
The section concerning the atmosphere of Venus documents how the atmosphere developed and how the

greenhouse effect on the planet evolved. Diagrams of this process, while small, are an excellent representation
and could easily be enlarged. They could also be placed on transparencies. This would be a good way of
allowing students to envision the process that may occur on Earth, should global warming  or an enhanced
greenhouse effect! occur.

Matthews, S.W. 1990. Under the Sun � Is Our World Warming'? National Geographic. 178�!:66-99.
This is a superb article that deals with the complete topic of global warming. Specifically, pages 72 � 77

concentrate on the influence of greenhouse gases on the process of global warming. Excellent illustrations
and charts help to create an understandable account of the scientific processes involved.

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program ! The Ohio State University, 1995

National Geographic Society. 1993. Global Warming Debate. Research «nd Erploratirrn. Vol. 9, No. 2, Spring Issue.
This journal comprises several articles surrounding the issue of global warming. It contains figures,

photographs and discussions of modeling, policy, temperature, agriculture, and climate � related phenomena.





PROCEDURE

Articles
Benedick, Richard E. 1992. Equity and
Ethics in a Global Climate Convention.
America. May.

REVIE% QUESTION

! The Ohio State University, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

Video
Two Views: Global Warming. 1992. Chicago:
NYSTROM, Division of Herff Jones, Inc.

Broecker, Wallace S. 1992. Global Warming
on Trial. N«tural History. April.

Kerr, Richard A. 1995. Is the World
Warming or Not'? Seiem e. February. Vol.
267, p. 612.

Singer, Fred. 1992. Warming Theories Need
Warning Label. The Bulletin of the Atomic
.Scientists. June.

Watch the videotape as a group, and/or assign the articles for
homework reading. Divide the class into groups of four or five
people for discussion. Here are suggested discussion questions.

l. What are the most believable points presented by each side of
the debate?

2. What references are given by each side? Do you feel the
references are credible?

3. Are the two sides interpreting the same data in different ways,
or do they have different data sets? Where were the data
obtained'?

4. Do you feel that in either of the views, fear is used?
That is, do you think either side is using scare tactics to
convince the audience'?

5. Can your group reach a consensus as to which view you
believe is correct? Or, are able to find some truth to each
argument? Present your decision to the class. Explain why
you have reached this decision.

6. Suppose an energy � use policy is being proposed, how much
data would be sufficient as a basis for policy?

After a public outcry demanding a remedy for global warming,
you, as a governor of a Great Lakes state, must weigh the
opinions of the two sides of the global warming issue and define
a likely state policy that would lessen the effect of global warm-
ing. What side would you take? What are the strongest points
that would defend your side of the issue'? Explain the steps of
your plan to resolve the public's understanding of the issue of
global warming.


